Index to Printed Music

The Digital Finding Aid for Musical Works Contained in Printed Collections
New and Enhanced Features

The newly released version of IPM includes the following features:

- Detailed records for each volume, including a table of contents, links to series, and publication information
- Ability to search for either individual musical works or a whole collection of printed music
- Links between different record types allow for easy navigation from the most granular details of individual works to entire series
- Records for pieces that are available as part of open-access editions increasingly include hyperlinks
- New series authority enables browsing of series records

Index to Printed Music

On 1 July 2018, Répertoire International de Littérature Musicale assumed ownership of the Index to Printed Music (IPM), the digital finding aid for locating individual musical works contained in printed collections, sets, and series. IPM indexes individual pieces printed in the complete works of composers, in anthologies containing pieces from disparate historical periods, and in other scholarly editions.

Continuously Updated

New volumes and works are added to existing sets and series, and new editions appear on the market continually. IPM—currently with over 550,000 entries, each curated by a team of experts—expands every year to be comprehensive and up-to-date.